Bears take doubleheader at Westfield State College

By Bryan Hayes

Bridgewater State College has won both of its games so far this season. The Bears took the lead by scoring two runs in the first inning. In their first game, they scored 9 runs to 0 against Worcester State University. In their second game, they defeated Western New England College 8-2. The Bears are currently leading their division with a record of 5-1.

Women’s Rugby defeats URI

By Roni Davis

Women’s Rugby has started their season with a win over URI. The team scored 15 points to URI’s 0. The players showed great teamwork and coordination, leading to their victory. Coach Mary Anderson was pleased with the team’s performance.

BSC Men’s Tennis ends season with winning streak

By Roni Davis

Bridgewater State University’s tennis team won their last three matches. They defeated WPI 6-4 on April 20, then held off WPI 6-2 on April 23, and finally defeated Rhode Island College 7-2 on April 24. The team is currently ranked 18th in the nation.

New dorms to be offered in summer

By John B. Ruma

New dorms will be available for students in the summer of 2019. The new dorms will be located on the edge of campus, providing students with a more relaxed and quiet environment.

Traffic around Bridgewater Center was affected by an accident involving a truck and a car. The truck was carrying crushed cars and overturned, causing a traffic jam. The driver of the truck was cited for excessive speed and driving to endanger.

New Trustee speaks about future goals

By David Flannery

The new trustee expresses his goals for the future. He wants to focus on increasing the diversity of the student body and enhancing the academic programs. He also wants to improve campus safety and sustainability.

Lady Bears clinch massac

Josephine Dutka, the director of Children’s Physical Development, has been named the new executive director of the Children’s Center. The center will focus on providing quality care for children in the Bridgewater community. The Children’s Center will be housed in the new dorms, which are currently under construction.

The Bridgewater State College’s tennis team won their last three matches. They defeated WPI 6-4 on April 20, then held off WPI 6-2 on April 23, and finally defeated Rhode Island College 7-2 on April 24. The team is currently ranked 18th in the nation.

The new dorms will be available for students in the summer of 2019. The new dorms will be located on the edge of campus, providing students with a more relaxed and quiet environment.
Sigma Chi’s Derby Daze

during the week included a derby capture, in which teams tried to steal the ‘bachers’ derby from their heads, a lip sync contest, and a make a big smile contest.

Saturday was the culmination of the week long events. Competitors started at 12 noon, with the finals at 5 p.m.

The lip sync contests. There were many ways the Center can be helpful.

There are "Cheaters, quiet space and prayer place" for those students who have term papers to type or are in need of a peaceful study area. The Peer Ministry will be there. The Catholic Center is also looking for interested people to help out with the program next year. For more information, please see Father Bob or Sister Jo-Anne.

The Catholic Center will be a "community/student cook-out. This event will be held on Thursday, May 11 from 4:30 p.m. until 7 p.m. The Center will host the cook-out for anyone who wants to drop by. This is an opportunity for community members and students to mingle.

One of the last events of the year for the Catholic Center will be a Senior Liturgy on Sunday, May 21 at 7 p.m. This will be to honor those who will be graduating.

If there are any students who are interested in these events, or have any questions, they should contact the Father Bob or Sister Jo-Anne at the Catholic Center at 697-1346.

Exit interview meetings scheduled

Students who received a Perkins National Direct Student Loan and/or a Guaranteed Student Loan, as part of their Financial Aid package while attending Bridgewater State College and are leaving this semester, must attend one of the "Exit Interview" meetings prior to leaving the institution. The purpose is to provide a high quality service, to include answering questions and discussing the responsibilities as a student loan recipient.

Meetings will be held at the Plymouth County Campus Center at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 14 or 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 15. Students who need more information about this topic or have any questions should call Suzanne Hickey at (508) 677-1225.

Thought for the Week

"The sun, moon, and the stars would have disappeared long ago— as even their infinity more numerous analogues on the earth beneath are likely to disappear— had they happened to be within the reach of predatory human hands."

— Havelock Ellis—

THE FAR SIDE

By Gary Larson
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 Theta Chi becomes newest fraternity at Bridgewater State

By Ronda Davis

On Sunday, April 30, the Bridgewater State Chapter of Theta Chi was initiated. This installment took place in Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). The WPI chapter has been instrumental in the registration of the chapter here at BSC. Theta Chi was started here in September of 1989, as the start of the fall semester. The 12 founding members have been active in campus since then.

Their chapter members have done work, including spending time with the elderly at Canton's nursing homes, and tutoring with Bridgewater High School. This event will be held at the Catholic Center on May 4 and 5.

Also of note during the final weeks of school will be Catholic Center reminders. The Catholic Center will be a "community/student cook-out. This event will be held on Thursday, May 11 from 4:30 p.m. until 7 p.m. The Center will host the cook-out for anyone who wants to drop by. This is an opportunity for community members and students to mingle.
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Theta Chi fraternity was initiated on Sunday, April 30 in Worcester at WPI. (Photo by Ronda Davis)

Theta Chi fraternity at The Comment Thursday, May 4, 1989

Bridgewater State Chapter of Theta Chi was initiated. The initiation took place at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). The WPI chapter has been instrumental in the organization of the chapter here at BSC. Theta Chi was started here in September of 1988, at the start of the fall semester. The 13 founding members have been active in campus life since then.

Theta Chi members have done various work, including spending time at nursing homes, and helping with spring break. Nine groups from all Red Cross Blood Drives here on campus. The brotherhood is participating in the Walk for Hunger this Sunday, May 7. They have already raised 200 miles and are working together with other Theta Chi chapters to reach a goal of 2,000 miles. The Bridgewater chapter of Theta Chi made the Regional Conference of the Northeast.

Correction

The Comment regrets to announce that we will be unable to continue publishing the Atoms County civic crime strip next semester. Carmenita Bobe-Thomas has been informed that he will not be admitted to the eight-year-old strip after August 6. In order to explain this unfortunate occurrence, we would like your input.

We encourage all readers to submit their suggestions of what you would like to see on next year. This will enable us to make a decision that will appeal to as many members of our audience as possible.

Also, anyone interested in submitting a weekly, Maulden crime strip is encouraged to submit suggestions, samples and transparency panels for consideration.

Please drop your submissions at our office before Friday, May 26.

Thank you for your assistance in this transition.

The Editors

Attention Bloom County fans

To our readers:
The Comment regrets to announce that we will be unable to continue publishing the Atoms County civic crime strip next semester. Carmenita Bobe-Thomas has been informed that he will not be admitted to the eight-year-old strip after August 6. In order to explain this unfortunate occurrence, we would like your input.

We encourage all readers to submit their suggestions of what you would like to see on next year. This will enable us to make a decision that will appeal to as many members of our audience as possible.

Also, anyone interested in submitting a weekly, Maulden crime strip is encouraged to submit suggestions, samples and transparency panels for consideration.

Please drop your submissions at our office before Friday, May 26.

Thank you for your assistance in this transition.

The Editors

Corrections Policy

Readers are encouraged to call to the Editor's attention factual errors, or errors of omission, by calling our office at 697-1121, or by writing Editor, The Comment, Campus Center, BSC, Bridgewater, MA 02325. When justified, corrections will be published promptly and candidly.

Entry in post production high-quality newspapers, creating space or space standards, in every possible way. Your assistance in ensuring that this goal is greatly appreciated.

By the Way

Catholic Center reminders

As the year winds down, the people at the Catholic Center want to continue to extend invitations to all people at Bridgewater State College to use the Catholic Center. There are many ways which the Center can be helpful.

There are "happy hour," quiet space and prayer place for those students who have term papers to type or are in need of a peaceful study area.

The Peer Ministry will be there. The Catholic Center is also looking for interested people to help out with the program next year. For more information, please see Father Bob or Sister Jo-Anne.

Also of note during the final weeks of school will be the community/monthly cook-out. This event will be held on Thursday, May 11 from 4:30 p.m. until 7 p.m. The Center will host the cook-out for anyone who wants to drop by. This is an opportunity for community members and students to mingle.

One of the last events of the year for the Catholic Center will be a Senior Liturgy on Sunday, May 21 at 7 p.m. This will be to honor those who will be graduating.

If there are any students who are interested in these events, or have any questions, they should contact the Father Bob or Sister Jo-Anne at the Catholic Center at 697-1346.

Exit interview meetings scheduled

Students who received a Perkins National Direct Student Loan and a Guaranteed Student Loan, as part of their Financial Aid package while attending Bridgewater State College and are leaving this semester, must attend one of the "Exit Interview" meetings scheduled.

Federal regulations stipulate that Perkins NDSL and GSL borrowers attend an "Exit Interview" meeting prior to leaving the institution. The purpose of these meetings is to inform students with information concerning their rights and responsibilities as a student loan recipient.

Meetings will be held in the Plympton County Room of the Campus Center on the following dates: Thursday, May 4 at 2 p.m., Friday, May 5 at 11 a.m. and Tuesday, May 9 at 9 a.m.

Students who need more information about this topic or have any questions should call Suzanne Hickey at (603) 667-1225.

Thought for the Week

"The sun, moon, and the stars have disappeared long ago— as even their infinity more numerous analogues on the earth beneath are likely to disprove— had they happened to be within the reach of pedestrian human hands;"— Havelock Ellis

THE FAR SIDE

By Gary Larson

"Ahhhh!!! The bird! the bird! ... You get back up there and get the bird!"
New dorms

The atmosphere of the courtyard will also be complemented by an arrangement of trees and bricked boxes which will continue around the outer perimeter of the complex. fencing, as well as living areas, each building will feature a complementing northwest motif, a recreational area, divided by fencing, with a bench, a chess table, a fruit tree and shrubbery. The main Housing Office will be moving into an area in the "A" (dormitory) building, as well.

When asked if the buildings possibly too close together, they are separated by only a few yards on the east end), might also be complimented by an arrangement of benches, trees and shrubbery.
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The atmosphere of the campus will also be complemented by an arrangement of trees and shrubbery which will continue around the outer perimeter of the complex. Also, as long as access roads, new buildings will feature a convincingly natural appearance, a wraparound one, divided by flowing walks, a lawn,CON on each floor, a music room, laundry facilities and classrooms.

The main Housing Office will be mov­
ing into a site in the “A” building, as well.

When asked if the buildings‘ proximity to each other, they are surrounded by only a few yards on the east side, east, to lead toｺy eventually being condemned, so in the case of Stau-Dicus, it seems that this ‘What we’re looking for is a space where students can feel like they’re going to have a more comfortable area.‘ The new building arrangements will provide each dorm with its own executive board, security, etc.

One thing that will keep the two buildings connected, in a sense, is the new building, which will be a Building A, along with the building, will be Building B. The purpose of this is to eliminate some of the confusion caused by buildings so that Dr. Shaffer and Dana Hals.

While many students are keeping for the opportunity to be one of the first habi­tants of the new buildings, others are holding off.

Jenifer Andy Gitte, currently a member of Stau-Hal, who is looking for the Apartment, is said to be unable to get an apartment, but she is going to make the best of it. She is of one of the findings which the room is expected to lose $300 a month as a contributor to the new buildings. Gitte, who stated that she would rather try on her own campus, which many find that it will be more in keeping with the rest of buildings.

The building committee has been very interested in coming to all the buildings.

Students are not interested in the new buildings all the time.

Illinois death penalty unconstitutional

The death penalty was ruled uncon­stitutional in Illinois by a federal judge last Monday. The decision gives Gov. James R. Thompson a few days to spend the killing of seven men and women on death row.

Friday, May 26, The Senior Diner Dance at the Canoe Club was a hit. It was sponsored by a student body member and a group of students. The evening started with a hearty breakfast that included eggs, hash browns, bacon, sausage, and fruit. At 11:30 a.m. tickets for the dinner were sold for $5 and included a hearty breakfast. At 12:30 p.m. the meal was served. After the dinner, the students were able to enjoy a good time dancing to the music provided by the Canoe Club band.

Canning man shot at rest area

Thursday, May 2, A man was shot and killed on the BSC campus, near a parking lot, by a group of four individuals. The group consisted of a man and three women who were driving a black and white car.

The group was able to escape the area by using a getaway car. The group was not identified by police.

The body of the victim was found at the scene of the shooting and was later identified as a person who was not related to the victim.

The shooting occurred at approximately 11:30 a.m., near the apartment complex of the BSC campus.

The victim was a 24-year-old male who was a resident of the apartment complex.

The victim was taken to the hospital and pronounced dead at 11:40 a.m.

The suspect vehicle was described as a black and white car. Police are currently searching for the vehicle and the suspects.

The student was pronounced dead at the scene of the shooting and the suspect vehicle was not found.

The victim was taken to the hospital and pronounced dead at the scene of the shooting. The suspect vehicle was not found.
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The victim was taken to the hospital and pronounced dead at the scene of the shooting. The suspect vehicle was not found.
There can be no rest for the money-conscious

To the Editor:
I am writing to respond to the position by John W. Murphy (March Comment). I believe the money-conscious viewpoint is incorrect.

One of Mr. Murphy's arguments is that the financial club wields too much power over the SGA budget. Mr. Murphy states that he believes SGA, and not the Finance Club, should decide on the distribution of funds. However, I believe that the Finance Club is the appropriate body to make these decisions. The Finance Club has the expertise and knowledge necessary to make informed decisions. It is also accountable to the students through the SGA, which allows for a form of oversight.

Another argument by Mr. Murphy is that the Finance Club is only interested in increasing its own budget. I disagree. The Finance Club is interested in maximizing the overall budget for student organizations. This is evident in the club's efforts to fundraise and engage with student organizations.

I hope that Mr. Murphy will reconsider his stance on the role of the Finance Club in the budget process. The club has a valuable role to play and should be given the opportunity to continue to make decisions that benefit the student community.

Sincerely,
Student Organization Member
Viewpoint

There can be no rest for the money-conscious

By Bryon Hayes

As a result of the article in the Ancon Herald (Friday April 14) about "Bryon Hayes," my name is not to be found in the official dedication.

The fact is that I am the only person who is not here. I do not wish to be here. I would rather be anywhere else, but I am trapped here by the circumstances of my life.

In conclusion, I will say that the person named in the article is not me. The person named in the article is not in my interest.

Senior officers support Murphy as the Commonwealth speaker

As president of the Senior Class, I join my fellow student leaders in welcoming the Governor to the Commonwealth State College.

Today, as the governor speaks to our classmates, I am reminded of the importance of our role as leaders in this great institution.

On election day, we are called upon to vote for the candidate of our choice. This is an important responsibility, and it is one that we should not take lightly.

I believe that we should support Murphy, the candidate supported by the Commonwealth State College community.

For these reasons, I urge all of you to support Murphy as the Commonwealth speaker.

The good old days

By Byron Hayes

The good old days are almost over. Many people have asked me what I think of the new administration, and I have replied that I think it is a good one.

I believe that the new administration is headed by a team of dedicated public servants with admirable qualities of leadership and a record of achievement on behalf of the citizens of the Commonwealth. Murphy, the first woman elected to constitutional office in Massachusetts, is a positive role model for the grading class. Every core-gender group feels secure in itself; she holds a bachelor's degree from Dalai, a master's degree from Columbia, and a doctorate in economics.

The great depression and the war have made this fact known. They also made many local, commercial weeklies. The paper can go still farther in its growth, but we've pulled through. Although it has. Finals are less than two years away, and the overall design of the newspaper keeps up the good work, and people will listen to him, the paper can go still farther in its growth. There have been numerous changes at the college have passed a referendum for the Homeless, on the steps of Boyden Hall; and the BSC center has been opened. The Greek population increased their amount of Greek members on campus, and the BSC's new student center has been opened. The Greek population increased their amount of Greek members on campus, and the BSC's new student center has been opened.

The Greek population increased their amount of Greek members on campus, and the BSC's new student center has been opened.

Another one bites the dust

One more editor heads for the "real world"

We are live without bread, electricity, heat, or heat, and as the news grows of death and agony of our fellow countrymen, we feel that our cause is just.

This is a quote from a Lebanon civil war who is speaking his life, as it can be clearly seen from the articles that have been written about him.

We have been told that the Lebanese war will end in a year.

But, no matter how you look at it, this is the news that we can make a difference.

"So just as they can say we can make a difference."

"By the way, this is the news that we can make a difference."
"Yes. what happened to the space shuttle Challenger was unfortunate. However, I'm confident that the teamwork and dedication of NASA officials, they will continue to operate the safest and finest space program in the world."

Allen Lucas

"Yes, everyone makes a mistake. Yes, they had a tragedy, but we all have to take chances."

Allison MacPhadden

"Yes, NASA has done more good than bad for our country and I feel NASA will continue to help us in the future, if we let it."

Andy Gibson

"Yes, although the space program has encountered difficulties and setbacks. We should have faith and trust in NASA's programs to excel into space because other countries are challenging us to the final frontier."

Neil Oliver (Happy 30th Birthday Nelson)

---

**Circle K establishes new chapter**

By Lauren Grant Contributor

Recently, a new chapter of Circle K International was established at Bridgewater State College. This chapter was formally affiliated with Circle K on April 23, 1989, in a ceremony to honor the contributions of the program to the university in order to provide the best educational opportunities. John Thomas, president of Circle K, welcomed the students to the Chapter and mentioned the history of the organization.

"Yes. although the space program has encountered difficulties and setbacks. We should have faith and trust in NASA's programs to excel into space because other countries are challenging us to the final frontier."

Nelson Ortiz (Happy 20th Birthday Nelson)

---

**Make the effort of ‘Getting Out’ to see Ensemble Theater’s latest show**

By Heather Egypt Contributor

"Life is in the plugin and the situations of getting out and being there. The Bridgewater State College Ensemble Theater is one of many theaters that offer a wide range of shows. The theater is known for its innovative and diverse productions."

"Yes, everyone makes a mistake. Yes, they had a tragedy, but we all have to take chances."

Allison MacPhadden

"Yes, although the space program has encountered difficulties and setbacks. We should have faith and trust in NASA's programs to excel into space because other countries are challenging us to the final frontier."

Neil Oliver (Happy 30th Birthday Nelson)

---

**Choral Society brings spring to Bridgewater State College**

By David Hopkins Contributor

On Friday, April 28, the Bridgewater State College Choral Society performed its annual spring concert before a nearly-filled audience. The concert, conducted by Dr. Jacob Libertin, was an overall success from start to finish as the singers performed songs from the 1989 tour as well as songs from the entire catalog.

The final show in the Homecoming Weekend began just after 8:30 and lasted about an hour and a half. It opened with the chorus singing songs from the 1989 tour. Songs like "John William" and "The Fair One" by Claude Lejeune "Anv's" and "Heaven's Night" as Bright as Wednesday," and others, songs that really reached the audience included "Ma, It's Making Even,", "Coin Coral, It's Goo Away, a traditional folk song featuring a four reed quartet and the four female quartet singing "Morningly." Equality roared. The popular Stephen Foster Medley performed by the main group.

Before intermission, the singers lip-synced off the stage portions of the show with an Israeli folk song called "Gesher." The second half of the show featured songs performed so well by the main chorus in particular. This half was conducted by Dr. Libertin and featured soloist, Patrick Young, leading the chorus. Rough seven songs ranging from Mozart to Edward cone, etc.

---

**BSC alumna honored by United Way**

By Tony Ryan Contributor

Paula Nargi reviewed with the United Way of Bridgewater State College, the first volunteer organization in the town of Bridgewater, Massachusetts. The United Way is made up of volunteers who work to improve the quality of life for all people in the community.

"Yes, although the space program has encountered difficulties and setbacks. We should have faith and trust in NASA's programs to excel into space because other countries are challenging us to the final frontier."

Nelson Ortiz (Happy 20th Birthday Nelson)

---

**Rosa Parks v. United States**

By Tony Ryan Contributor

Rosa Parks v. United States was a landmark case in civil rights history. The case dealt with the constitutional issues of segregation and discrimination in public transportation. The case was heard before the Supreme Court and had significant implications for civil rights in the United States. It established the principle of equality before the law and helped to lay the groundwork for the Civil Rights Movement.

"Yes, although the space program has encountered difficulties and setbacks. We should have faith and trust in NASA's programs to excel into space because other countries are challenging us to the final frontier."

Nelson Ortiz (Happy 20th Birthday Nelson)
"Do you still have faith in NASA?"
Choral Society

By Dianne McNell

Last Friday night the Campus Center Program Committee sponsored the local music band the Baldino's. The band played a spirited set of music, including rock and roll, and some classic covers. While the band’s rendition of Bad Company and Police songs had the audience rocking on the dance floor, the Baldino’s original music also proved popular with the RAT audience. "No say same," "One me thinking," and "Them thing," were just a few of the crowd favorites.

The band consists of four members: Robert "Clip" Massafu (vocals, Rik Reynolds (guitar, vocals), Steve Manzari (guitar, vocals), and Bill" Ash" Stalnaker (drums). They are a fun loving band playing regularly in clubs such as The Channel, Ramada, and T.T. the Bains. They had a busy schedule this past week, playing at Janvier's in Somerville on Wednesday, the Rat on Friday, and backing up to popular Bonnie band the band at the Ranch House on Saturday.

"Hopefully, the success of (this) show will start (us) more local bands on campus," - George Baldino --

One of our favorite girls got to see the show, the band did a great job in the music. Baldino said that he would like to make everyone at the concert for the Baldino's. "Hope­fully, the next night's show will be the catalyst for scheduling more local bands on campus," said Baldino.

For students who missed last week's show, the band will be at Ramada's on May 7 and at the Channel on May 13.

Baldino's entertain with variety of music

The Comment is looking for new comic strips, and needs your opinion as to what you would like to see. Write down your three favorite choices and drop the suggestion off in the Comment offices.

Attention Students

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION
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Get Out of Bed, It’s 11:15!

Insecurity

It’s Not All the Time

Insecurity

It’s Not All the Time

697-1303

Request Line

THE FAIR SIDE

By Gary Larson

"Nothing yet... How about you, Warren?"

91.5 FM

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION

697-1303

Request Line
Baldino's entertain with variety of music
By Diane McNeil
Contributor

Last Friday night the Campus Center Program Committee sponsored the local rock band the Baldino's. The band played to a packed crowd in the RAT. The evening was a great mix of the band's original rock tunes and some classic covers.

While the band's rendition of Bad Company and Police songs had the audience rocking on the dance floor, the Baldino's original music also proved popular with the RAT audience; "Say no more," "Got me thinking," and "In my mind" were just a few of the crowd's favorites.

The band consists of four members: Robert "Chip" Massarelli (bass, vocals), Rob Reynolds (guitar, vocals), Steve Mamone (guitar, vocals), and BSC student George Baldino (drums). They are a Boston band playing regularly at clubs such as The Channel Bunraddy's, and T.T. the Bears.

They had a busy schedule this past week, playing at Jumbo's in Somerville on Wednesday, the Rat on Friday, and backing up the popular Boston band the Drive at the Ranch House on Saturday.

Baldino's thoughts on the show were as follows, "this had to be..." Hopefully, the success of this show will lead to more local bands on campus. -- George Baldino --

For students who missed last week's show, the band will be at Bunraddy's on May 7 and at the Channel on May 18.

The Comment is looking for new comic strips, and needs your opinion as to what you would like to see. Write down your three favorite choices and drop the suggestion off in the Comment offices.
Announcements

Attention "Re Crew" in PE 462!

Here's your chance to be a star! Remember all you have to do is come in class promptly at 12:15 on May 9. Please bring the required ammunition loaded on the script. It's your chance to be discovered!

Memorial Day Ceremony

On May 11, 1989, the Veterans Services office will be holding a Memorial Day ceremony. It will begin at 3:15 p.m. and should run no later than 4 p.m. Some reflexes on the meaning of Memorial Day will be offered by the Veterans Service Staff. (The ceremony will take place on the Quadrangle for the convenience of the National Guard Honor Bugler. The flag will be flown. The flag pole will be the flag staff; a twenty-one gun salute and the playing of taps. We will have presence by the steps in Boyden Hall.

Spring Craft Festival

Massachusetts Hospital School's 2nd annual spring craft festival, 3 Rondall Street, Canton, Massachusetts on Saturday, May 13, 1989 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Over 70 New England craftspeople, giant raffles, trash parades, kids make activities, clover flowers, and candy, etc. Come join our first free admission! Parking $1. For more information, phone 428-2440, extension 318.

Stress Break

"Do you need a break from恼ious hours of studying?" Concord, Joshi's Center is sponsoring a stress break from the BSC lobby to be held Monday, May 14, in the Campus Plaza Papa Gino's. The stress break between the hours of 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. 150 of total proceeds will go to the Children's Center for the purchase of an outside toy shed and a sand box. So bring your friends and have your friends bring some friends and enjoy some time together in a stress free environment. Remains Monday, May 15 from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the Campus Plaza Papa Gino's.

Student Alumni

The Student Alumni Relations Council held its third annual alumni rally on Thursday, April 27, 1989. Doctor Lack of Jamaica Plain was the lucky winner of one year of tuition rates. We would like to thank all of you for your support in making the alumni rally successful. Thank you S.A.R.C.

Committee Openings

Attention. For the coming year, there will be openings in the following committees:

- All College Committees
- Academic Policies Committee
- Student Affairs

If there are any students interested in any of these committees, please contact Mrs. Murphy, of Health Services, at 677-1255.

Classified Advertising

Advertise in The Comment. Call 467-6000 for information. Call 467-1200, ext. 2156 for used autos.

Used Autos

1984 Renault Encore - $4,000 used, licensed, and insured. 120,000 miles, (contact person Chuck, on phone 467-5001.)

Cruise Ship Jobs: Now hiring men and women. Carnival, Princess Club Cruises. Call 738-7000, ext. 3673 (call collect). Put some fun in your life. Be an advisor for senior and junior cruise ships. Join one of the most exciting and fastest growing fields in the world. Go to sea with the most luxurious and powerful ships in the world. Get paid $750 monthly taxable allowance to call the Lakeville Secretarie at 2158. For more information, call the Lakeville Secretarie at 2158.


Grannis Gross want's you to call the Lakeville Secretarie for your Typing-Work Cruise Jobs. Spring Perm Special With this ad: $22.95 Cruise ship jobs need's dynamic and energetic personnel. Call collect 617-487-4937, extension F-1.

Processing-Notary needs Domestic Services: S.90.

The No Comment is coming!

Get in on the fun! Now YOU can be part of the No Comment! $1 per 20 words will allow you to get that in that last shot against your roommate, professor, fraternity brother, or whomever, in this semester's "No Comment Classifieds.

ALL Classified ads must be submitted by noon, Tuesday, May 9. No photocopies, full names or obituary announcements will be accepted.

(next in order to be able to offer this service at a low cost, we require that all ads be paid in advance.)
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Sigma Chi Derby Daze

Photos by Joe Weathers

The winners of the Sigma Chi Derby Daze to which contest are pictured here performing the song "Head Misers." They placed up with another team to win. Picture here are, from left to right, Laura Donelan, Sarah Cook, Jeff York, Kathy Black and Kim Eaves. Cold Miser was the other half of the winning performance turned in by the teams of Valari Vickers and Tereen Does. Here, Cindy Leonardi, Christa Callin and Derek Hogerty show their moves.

The Glamer Girls performed "I Dream About You" with what Dave Ambrose's team song during the contest. Pictured here is Lisa Lancia, Nicole McCarthy, Melinda Masonkey, Doree Arbogast, Tony Kuppenhofer, Pam Hogan, and Lauri Sullivan.

Better shape up was what members of Steve Work team did as they performed "The One That I Want" from Grease. Shown here are Allison Lobo, Kara Hebeidik, Katie Sullivan, and Jen Pobello.
**Announcements**

Attention "Re Crew" in PE 462!

Here's your chance to be a star! Remember all you have to do is come in class promptly at 12:15 on May 4. Please bring the required accessories listed on the script. It's your chance to be discovered!

**Memorial Day Ceremony**

On May 11, 1989, the Venues Services office will be holding a Memorial Day ceremony. It will begin at 3:15 p.m. and should run no later than 4 p.m. Some reflections on the meaning of Memorial Day will be offered by the Venues Services staff. The ceremony will take place at the Quadrangle and the flag pole. After the flag will be a flag ceremony, a twenty-one gun salute and the playing of taps. We have planned an Army National Guard honor guard and a wreath.

Spring Craft Festival

Massachusetts Hospital School's 3rd annual spring craft festival, 3 Randolph St., Boston. Hours: Monday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Over 70 New England craftspeople, giant raffle, tea house, baby sale, clothes, balloons, and candy. Cash, charge. Free admission. Parking $1. For more information, phone 628-3440, extension 366.

**Stress Break**

"Do you need a break from months of studying? Concordia College's Center for Counseling is sponsoring a stress break Friday at the SCC shoreline to be held Monday, May 15, at the Campus Center Plaza. A reception between the hours of 1 p.m. and 20 p.m. 100% of all proceeds will go to the Children's Center for the purchase of an outside key shed and a sandbox. So bring your friends and have your friends invite some friends and enjoy some time together in a stress free environment. Remember Monday, May 15 from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at the Campus Plaza Papa Gino's."

**Sigma Chi Derby Daze**

Photos by Joe Weathers

The winners of the Sigma Chi Derby Daze lip synch contest are pictured here performing the song "U Heat Miser." They paired up with another team to win. Pictured here are, from left to right, Laura Drouin, Sarah Cook, Jeff Valin, Kathy Black, and Kim Ewers.

"Rockin' Robin" was the song that Sean George's team performed for the crowd. Here, Janet Walker, Kelly Herman, Kristin McCaffery, Cindy Ciavattieri, Clare Coyne, Marie Travers, and Jaqui Lough was the "bird." The "bird" was Karen Foley. Better shape up was what members of Steve Wons's team did as they performed "The One That I Want" from Grease. Shown here are Alli Lobo, Kara Tebockl, Kate Sullivan, and Jen Pobello.

**Christian Fellowship**

The final session of the Sunday evening study group of the Christian Fellowship at Bridgman will be held on May 7 at 6:15 p.m. at the Fellowship House at 20 South Road (across from the library).

The study group is open to all members of the BC community—students, faculty, and staff. The group is continuing its study of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's book entitled "Lore o Mere About Jesus, in which furious writers in the Hymn of the Year and other poems from the Shiloh Lovers, 3. The group meets on the library's reading room every Thursday at 6:15 p.m. for an hour of discussion.

Bibles are provided (the group reads one chapter per week) and participants are welcome to bring Bibles to study scripture passages that are discussed. Coffee and donuts are also served, and a meeting time is 7:45 p.m.

**Classified Advertising**

Advertisement in The Comment.

Help Wanted


Cruise Ships: Now hiring men and women: summer and career opportunities (will travel). Excellent prices. Call 911-2289.

Cruise Ships: Jobs: Now hiring men and women: summer and career opportunities. (will travel). Excellent prices. Call 911-2289.

Concert

Concerts International Presents: The "Anniversary Benefit Concert" featuring Best Served & Backstage to Cuba, plus two Boston comedians. Tickets: $5 ea. RSC students plus one guest. FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1989, Place an advertisement!"
Women's Lacrosse wraps up season with sudden death victory
Team defeats tough Holy Cross team 11-10 and garner a final record of 5-6

Women's Lacrosse did not make ECACs for the second year in a row. Despite winning five of their last six games, the national quality of the team's schedule resulted in a conference knockout. They tried to finish their season with a victory but were unsuccessful.

 publié came out strong and took a 3-0 lead in the first. In the second half, Holy Cross came back with four unanswered goals to take the lead by the end of regular game time.

Guilford Academy Salma was the deciding factor in the win. Salma had 17 saves and only one goal was allowed from 70 shots. Salma had five of those saves in regular overtime and three saves in sudden death. Those three saves were greatly shot ones on one of the goalies.

The defense was powerful with considerable effort from co-captain Kristin Donovan. Donovan had two blocked shots and a blocked pass. Martha Wall had more than twice recoveries. Maris Green also contributed with blocked passes and aggressive defense that denied several goals. Nancy Delaney and Joanna Stone combined with one. Webber, Costa, and Erickson each scored important goals in overtime to finish the sudden death.

Next source proves to be promising. Approximately 90% of the team this year were underclassmen who will be returning. Senior Karin Nash who contributed 43 points in the 1988 season, will be returning. All four juniors, Maureen Salma, injured Melissa Milione, and co-captains Kristin Donovan and Andrea Erickson, will be returning.

Bridgewater defeats Westfield
Team comes from p. 16

For Owls' 5-1 lead over the Bears, Westfield increased the lead to 5-5 when Carolyn English scored. The Bears then brought in pitcher Mike Locicero, who gave up a single to Rhi Gallivan and Shawn Kelby, scoring Monty. Another single by Steve Festa brought Galivan across the plate. But, the bears would not be stopped by the Owls' early lead. The Bears answered with four runs in the bottom of the inning.

Open House
If you are looking for a career which offers security, room for advancement, a solid fundraising program, entrance requirements, and opportunities for financial aid. You can have a very special career in nursing. Call 666-4400, ext. 246. For more information about Somerville Hospital's School of Nursing, please contact the hospital's school, which is located on 125 Lowell Street, Somerville, from all over the Bay State for the 1990 Miss Massachusetts USA Pageant, which is located on 125 Lowell Street, Somerville. The open houses are scheduled for men and women and are scheduled at the school, which is located on 125 Lowell Street, Somerville. The open houses are scheduled at the school, which is located on 125 Lowell Street, Somerville.

The Zeiterion's Save the Zeiterion Campaign has raised $22,280, of its goal of $300,000, which it needs by May 31. If the goal is not met, the theatre will have to close its doors after the summer season of Broadway musicals. To help, numerous fundraising events have been planned. For more information, call the Zeiterion Box Office at (508) 994-2900.
Calendar of Events

Concerts

**Contest**

Applying today: 'Til Tuesday

Applications are now being accepted for the contest. The winner of the Miss Massachusetts USA Pageant, which is the official preliminary to the prestigious Miss USA - Miss Universe Contest, will be held at the Gran Ballroom of the Sheraton Warwick Hotel in November 1989. All contestants will receive an expense paid weekend of Pageant events and the winner.

No performing arts required. All judging is based on poise, personality, and beauty of face and figure. Applicant must be between the ages of 17 and 24 as of February 1, 1990, never married, and at least a six month resident of Massachusetts. Application forms are available at the Mass Women’s Committee of the East." Women’s Committee of the East. Women’s Committee of the East, 1605 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Deadline is March 15. Letters must include a recent photo, brief biography, phone number and date of birth.

Open House

If you are looking for a career which offers security, new advances, a solid future, and significant personal rewards consider a career in nursing at Stoneville Hospital’s School of Nursing. You can obtain your Registered Nurse Diploma in just two years. The school offers part-time study.

Open houses are offered for men and women and are scheduled as follows:

- Tuesdays, March 10 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
- Wednesdays, March 24 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Come speak with faculty and learn about the school and admissions procedures. Learn about our unique tuition reimbursement program, entrance requirements, and opportunities for financial aid. You can have a very special career in nursing. Call 695-400, ext. 246. For more information, please contact Stoneville Hospital’s School of Nursing.

Save the Zeiterion

The Zeiterion Theater’s Save the Zeiterion Campaign has raised $22,368, of its goal of $50,000, which it needs by May 31. If it does not meet this goal, the theater will close its doors after the summer season of Broadway musicals. To help, numerous fundraising events have been planned. For more information, call the Zeiterion Box Office at (508) 994-2000.

Women’s Lacrosse to open season with sudden death victory

Team defeats a tough Holy Cross team in sudden death overtime.

Women’s Lacrosse did not make ECCAS for the second year in a row. Despite winning five of their last six games, the national quality of the teams within the conference knocked them out. The Bears then finished their season with a 5-2 record.

The final game of the season was won in Worcester at Holy Cross. The final score was 11-10 after sudden death overtime. This was the first time the team could not score in sudden death. Their team was only scored one time on the goalie.

Despite winning five of their last six games, the national quality of the teams within the conference knocked them out. The Bears then finished their season with a 5-2 record.

The defense was powerful with the goalie. The Bears would not be quieted by the Owls early lead. The Bears would add five runs in the fourth, as well as three runs in the second. Grueter singled to left, scoring Domitrz. Grueter stole second, and Dean Proakis. Bridgewater would add five runs in the seventh inning, starting with Marini’s single to left. Score 6-5 for the Bears.

Women's Lacrosse

Bridgewater defeats Westfield

The Bears added five runs in the seventh, starting with Marini’s single to left. Score 7-2 for the Bears.

The defense was powerful with the goalie. The Bears would not be quieted by the Owls early lead. The Bears would add five runs in the fourth, as well as three runs in the second. Grueter singled to left, scoring Domitrz. Grueter stole second, and Dean Proakis. Bridgewater would add five runs in the seventh inning, starting with Marini’s single to left. Score 6-5 for the Bears.
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Bridgewater State College athletic teams ended the season with winning streaks.

BSC Softball team clinches MASCAC title
By Brenda Davis

The Bridgewater State Softball team clinched the MASCAC title last weekend with wins over Framingham State and Salem State Colleges. The Lady Bears' 21-0 record will make them a formidable opponent in the Northeast region of Framingham State College. The two teams split their games this past Saturday. Assistant coach Deb Carmelo feels the Lady Bears were one of the only teams that really challenged Bridgewater. After moving Grueter to second, Grueter double-header series from fielder Frank Morrissey sacrificed, until the Bears won the first game 5-3. The Bears won the second game 6-4 and moved closer to a possible NCAA Tournament berth.

Women's Rugby defeats URI
By Brenda Davis

The Women's Rugby team came back with a win last weekend after they defeated the University of Rhode Island 14-4. The game was won with a strong second half and a series of converted kicks. URI set the pace of the game and BSC took with ties every two. URI penalties were many and manly on their own. On a field pass, URI broke away and put in a try for four points. BSC answered with URI in a try of its own. URI then tied the score 5-5 before scoring against URI's tough play and tactics.

New dorms to be offered in lottery
By John R. Burns

Nearly a full year after construction began, the brand new Jiminy Hill Dormitory will be offered in a lottery that will include the newest additions in Bridgewater State's housing options. A good number of roommates will be available for occupancy this fall, providing the campus with an additional 600 persons in residence capacity. According to a seniors' circular "all residents hall students from the housing office, those students opting for the new buildings will be placed in six-person, 2-bedroom suites. The three buildings, all of which will be part of the Jiminy Hill Dormitory, will be named for a pitch from a Dave Enos sacrifice fly. Making a tough play, the Bears couldn't be held back. The Bears couldn't be held back.

Traffic around Bridgewater Center was held up for over four hours, Monday, due to an accident on I-93. The accident, which occurred near exit 22, forced the highway to close for a few hours. The driver of a car hit by a truck was taken by the ambulance. The Bears couldn't be held back.

BSC's Men's Tennis team ends season with winning streak

After a 6-3 start the tennis team went on a tear last month finishing with a 26-0 record to win the MASCAC Championship. The Bears defeated Eastern Connecticut 6-3 to win the title. The tennis team is coached by Al Peterson.

New Trustee speaks about future goals
By David Flannery

Last week, Bridgewater State College student Greg Anderson was found dead in the campus parking area. The MASCAC championship is the team clinched the MASCAC title and was one of the four matches to clinch a spot in the NCAA Tournament. With their victories clinched, the Bears couldn't be held back. The Bears couldn't be held back.